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A Maltese mafia group took over the running of brothels and gambling in London’s Soho district for nearly two decades until the 1980s, leading to a
major police crackdown into widespread bribery ...

When the Maltese mafia took over Soho
More than two-thirds of people in Malta believe the country’s air quality has deteriorated in the past 10 years and the majority are afraid their health
is suffering more as a result of the ...

The Maltese are seriously concerned about the air they breathe
Brothers being tried for car-bomb murder of Maltese journalist change pleas to guilty on trial's first day VALLETTA, Malta -- Brothers being tried for
car-bomb murder of Maltese journalist change ...

Brothers being tried for car-bomb murder of Maltese journalist change pleas to guilty on trial's first day
Two brothers were on Friday jailed for 40 years each for the car bomb murder of Maltese journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia who uncovered corruption in
high places and whose killing sparked an ...

Brothers Get 40 Years For Car Bomb Murder Of Maltese Journalist
Two men went on trial on Friday for the murder of Maltese anti-corruption journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia almost five years ago to the day she died in
a car bomb. Brothers Alfred and George ...

Brothers On Trial For Murder Of Maltese Anti-corruption Journalist
Two brothers were each sentenced to 40 years in prison Friday after admitting to the slaying of Maltese anti-corruption journalist Daphne Caruana
Galizia, in a stunning turnaround on the first day ...

Brothers Admit Killing Maltese Anti-Corruption Journalist
Please try again later{{ /verifyErrors }} Two brothers have been jailed for 40 years each for the car bomb murder of Maltese journalist Daphe Caruana
Galizia. Ms Caruana Galizia, 53, was a ...

Brothers sentenced to 40 years in prison each for murder of Maltese journalist Daphe Caruana Galizia
On Friday, The New York Times reported that Thiel is in the process of buying a Maltese passport. If successful, Malta will be the fourth country Thiel
can claim citizenship in. Born in Germany ...

Jonah Goldberg: Why is Peter Thiel, a GOP megadonor, pursuing a Maltese passport?
OAKVILLE – Peter R. Maltese, age 31 of Oakville, passed away unexpectedly at home on Tuesday, Oct. 25, 2022. Peter was born Sept. 10, 1991, in Salem,
Mass., the son ...
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Peter R. Maltese
They could have faced a maximum sentence of life imprisonment. Prosecutors alleged that the brothers were hired by a top Maltese businessman with
government ties. That businessman has been charged ...

Brothers jailed for 40 years for murder of Maltese journalist
A new catamaran link between Malta and Sicily is planned following the imminent takeover of the Ragusa marina by a Maltese businessman, sister newspaper
BusinessToday reports. Paul Gauci, owner of ...

Maltese investor on cusp of taking over Ragusa marina, plans daily catamaran trips
One of the three remaining Maltese nationals sanctioned by the US Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) in connection with the smuggling of oil from
Libya, Terence Micallef, has been taken off the ...

Operation Dirty Oil: American sanctions delisting of Maltese port worker
Mila, a Maltese shih tzu, was taken on Oct. 17, 2022 in Houston's East Downtown area. Courtesy: Wooten family Wooten's husband ran into a convenience
store off Highway 59 and Runnels for a drink.

Maltese Shih Tzu mix named Mila still missing after Jaguar vehicle stolen with her in it in EaDo

Matt Maltese is back with "Mother", a new single that is a first taste of a bigger project. "Mother" is Maltese's first outing since April's Quiet
Recordings EP, and arrives with a Aria ...
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